The SIG is convened by Charlotte Crofts (UWE Bristol) and John Twycross (Oxford Brooks). The first meeting of the SIG occurred at BAFTSS 2017 (Bristol) where they also hosted their first conference Panel on Screenwriting (in) Practice with presentations from Maxine Gee (University of York), Alison Peirse (University of York) and Phil Mathews (Bournemouth). The SIG met again at BAFTSS 2018 (Kent) and hosted a second panel on the theme of “Revolution in Practice: Activism, Materiality and Aesthetics” with presentations from Charlotte Crofts (UWE Bristol), Catalin Brylla (London School of Film, Media and Design) and Stuart Moore & Kayla Parker (UWE Bristol/University of Portsmouth). Co-convenor Crofts, set up the BAFTSS Practice Research Award, and she and other SIG members are on the judging panel, which is now convened by another SIG Agnieszka Piotrowska and is going from strength to strength. Prior to Open Screens the shortlisted Practice Research Award entries were featured on Screenworks which is edited by Crofts and other SIG members, Nariman Massoumi, Alex Nevill. We also have links with the MeCCSA Practice Network (convened by Joanna Callaghan) and several members have been involved with the AHRC Filmmaking Research Network (Callaghan, Crofts, Massoumi, Catherine Grant). The SIG champions practice research within BAFTSS and we are delighted that there is such positive engagement with practice presentations and screenings at conference, in the Outstanding Achievement Awards and practice being included within the remit of Open Screens. There are plans for practice research events at Oxford Brookes and Bedford. We welcome new members and are interested in co-convening seminars, events and screenings. Get in touch!
• **Photographs:** if you have images from the events, seminars organised by your SIG for inclusion on the website it would be greatly appreciated if BAFTSS could include them on the website (please make sure copyright, permission is cleared).

• **Updated list of SIG members:** please format the list exactly like the existing SIG member pages (eg. with embedded links to each member’s webpage and their institutional affiliation)

• **Thinking forward:** any suggestions for ways in which BAFTSS might further support the SIGs?